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IT'S MY PLEASURE
THE IMPACT OF EXTRAORDINARY TALENT AND A COMPELLING CULTURE
Elevate Publishing Businesses are built by growing relationships with customers. Culture is created by the stories those relationships
tell. Two of the most important diﬀerentiators of a business are its talent and its culture. Talent energized by a compelling culture will
drive organizational success and provide innovative growth opportunities for both the business and the individual. Based on her more
than thirty years at Chick-ﬁl-A, most of which have been spent as Vice President, Corporate Talent, Dee Ann Turner shares how Chickﬁl-A has built a devoted talent and fan base that spans generations. It's My Pleasure tells powerful stories and provides practical
applications on how to develop extraordinary talent able to build and/or stimulate a company's culture.

IT'S MY PLEASURE
THE IMPACT OF AN EXTRAORDINARY TALENT AND A COMPELLING CULTURE
An overview of the talent practices at Chick-ﬁl-A and revelation of it's extraordinary culture and how it was developed.

BET ON TALENT
HOW TO CREATE A REMARKABLE CULTURE THAT WINS THE HEARTS OF CUSTOMERS
Baker Books When it comes to running a business, the most important decisions a leader makes are not about products or locations-they're about people. For the past 33 years, Dee Ann Turner has been recruiting, training, and retaining some of the best employees
in the restaurant business. Now she's ready to share her secrets on how to build, sustain, and grow an organizational culture that
attracts world-class talent and consistently delights customers, no matter what your industry. In Bet on Talent, Turner shows you how
to - create a remarkable company culture - select, sustain, and steward talent - nurture internal relationships - create company loyalty
that leads to customer loyalty - instill the practice of servant leadership within your organization - treat everyone with honor, dignity,
and respect - and much more

JOYFUL
THE SURPRISING POWER OF ORDINARY THINGS TO CREATE EXTRAORDINARY HAPPINESS
Random House 'This book has the power to change everything' Susan Cain, author of Quiet In this groundbreaking book, designer
Ingrid Fetell Lee explores how making small changes to your surroundings can create extraordinary happiness in your life. Drawing on
insights from neuroscience and psychology, she reveals how the seemingly mundane spaces and objects we interact with every day
have surprising eﬀects on our mood and how we can harness the power of our environment to live fuller, healthier and more joyful
lives. 'An inexhaustible and exciting guide to what makes life good' Arianna Huﬃngton 'This mesmerizing book will open your eyes to
all the places where joy is hiding in plain sight' Adam Grant, bestselling author of Think Again

BIG AND SMALL
A CULTURAL HISTORY OF EXTRAORDINARY BODIES
Yale University Press A groundbreaking work that explores human size as a distinctive cultural marker in Western thought Author,
scholar, and editor Lynne Vallone has an international reputation in the ﬁeld of child studies. In this analytical tour-de-force, she
explores bodily size diﬀerence—particularly unusual bodies, big and small—as an overlooked yet crucial marker that informs human
identity and culture. Exploring miniaturism, giganticism, obesity, and the lived experiences of actual big and small people, Vallone
boldly addresses the uncomfortable implications of using physical measures to judge normalcy, goodness, gender identity, and
beauty. This wide-ranging work surveys the lives and contexts of both real and imagined persons with extraordinary bodies from the
seventeenth century to the present day through close examinations of art, literature, folklore, and cultural practices, as well as
scientiﬁc and pseudo-scientiﬁc discourses. Generously illustrated and written in a lively and accessible style, Vallone’s provocative
study encourages readers to look with care at extraordinary bodies and the cultures that created, depicted, loved, and dominated
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them.

CRUSH YOUR CAREER
ACE THE INTERVIEW, LAND THE JOB, AND LAUNCH YOUR FUTURE
Baker Books We all know someone who is dissatisﬁed with their career but feels trapped in their current trajectory. What's not always
clear is how they got there or, more importantly, how we can avoid the same fate as we develop our own careers. In a competitive job
market, we need concrete, ﬁeld-tested advice to help us ace the interview, land the job, and launch a career we love. Enter Dee Ann
Turner. After more than three decades leading teams and coaching staﬀ members at Chick-ﬁl-A, she knows what it takes to build a
fulﬁlling career. In this practical, hands-on book she reveals the secrets of - ﬁnding a job - preparing for an interview - conquering the
ﬁrst 90 days - managing work relationships - overcoming mistakes - adding value to your team - and so much more Anyone entering
the job market or hoping to make a transition in their career--along with the parents, teachers, college counselors, or career
counselors who coach them--will ﬁnd invaluable, hard-won advice on how to create a work life you love.

BEST BOSS!
THE IMPACT OF EXTRAORDINARY LEADERS
Business Expert Press CAN YOU BE A BEST BOSS? Distilled from accounts of individual best boss stories, research and author
experience, this book unlocks the powerful secrets of best boss leadership by providing a systemic approach for leading the best boss
way. The authors also suggest strategies for reducing organizational barriers to successful leadership development. This book is
oﬀered for those who are looking to make a meaningful leadership diﬀerence in this challenging and chaotic world. It will inspire you
to become the best possible boss you can be!

WILDLIVES
50 EXTRAORDINARY ANIMALS THAT MADE HISTORY
Atheneum Books for Young Readers From the illustrator of Herstory (a Publishers Weekly Best Book of 2018) comes a fascinating and
touching book about ﬁfty extraordinary animals that made human history! Discover these amazing true tales of wild and wonderful
lives—animal lives, that is! We often read heroic stories of brave people who made their mark on history. But did you know there are
some pretty courageous creatures in our world, too? This captivating collection gathers ﬁfty heartwarming, surprising, and powerful
true stories of animals around the world who displayed immense bravery, aided in groundbreaking discoveries, and showed true
friendship. Featuring a range of animals—from heroes to helpers, adventurers to achievers, and many more—young readers will
discover some of the most unforgettable animals of all time. Compelling and gorgeously illustrated, WildLives is the perfect
introduction to some of the amazing animals whose wild lives have made history.

THE ONE THING
THE SURPRISINGLY SIMPLE TRUTH BEHIND EXTRAORDINARY RESULTS
Bard Press • More than 500 appearances on national bestseller lists • #1 Wall Street Journal, New York Times, and USA Today • Won
12 book awards • Translated into 35 languages • Voted Top 100 Business Book of All Time on Goodreads People are using this simple,
powerful concept to focus on what matters most in their personal and work lives. Companies are helping their employees be more
productive with study groups, training, and coaching. Sales teams are boosting sales. Churches are conducting classes and
recommending for their members. By focusing their energy on one thing at a time people are living more rewarding lives by building
their careers, strengthening their ﬁnances, losing weight and getting in shape, deepening their faith, and nurturing stronger marriages
and personal relationships. YOU WANT LESS. You want fewer distractions and less on your plate. The daily barrage of e-mails, texts,
tweets, messages, and meetings distract you and stress you out. The simultaneous demands of work and family are taking a toll. And
what's the cost? Second-rate work, missed deadlines, smaller paychecks, fewer promotions--and lots of stress. AND YOU WANT MORE.
You want more productivity from your work. More income for a better lifestyle. You want more satisfaction from life, and more time for
yourself, your family, and your friends. NOW YOU CAN HAVE BOTH — LESS AND MORE. In The ONE Thing, you'll learn to * cut through
the clutter * achieve better results in less time * build momentum toward your goal* dial down the stress * overcome that
overwhelmed feeling * revive your energy * stay on track * master what matters to you The ONE Thing delivers extraordinary results
in every area of your life--work, personal, family, and spiritual. WHAT'S YOUR ONE THING?

RISE UP
ORDINARY KIDS WITH EXTRAORDINARY STORIES
From surviving a plane crash in the jungle to striking against climate change, you won't believe the incredible stories of the challenges
these brave kids from around the world have overcome! Rise Up: Ordinary Kids in Extraordinary Stories features 29 tales of amazing
young girls and boys who have achieved the unimaginable. The stories range from triumphing over illness and injury to overcoming
bullying. Entries include Sweden's Greta Thunberg, whose youth climate activism sparked a global movement, and Pakistan's Ayesha
Farooq, who became Pakistan's ﬁrst female ﬁghter pilot at age 25. Each incredible story is narrated in an exciting and engaging style,
and is combined with visually stunning illustrations by Amy Blackwell. Children can lose themselves in the remarkable true-life tales of
ingenuity, courage, and commitment. Practical tips and skills accompany each story, from how to tie useful knots to send coded
messages, and how to be more environmentally green to how to survive a shark attack. This useful information provides a
springboard for children to apply this knowledge in their own lives. These empowering stories show that no matter who you are, how
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old you are, and what you do, you can rise to the challenge.

THE ARTIST'S WAY
A SPIRITUAL PATH TO HIGHER CREATIVITY
Pan Macmillan With this book you can discover how to unlock your latent creativity and make your dreams a reality. It provides a 12week course that guides you through the process of recovering your creative self.

THE EXTRAORDINARY UNORDINARY YOU
FOLLOW YOUR OWN PATH, DISCOVER YOUR OWN JOURNEY
Lioncrest Publishing Do you wake up every day feeling like you're going through the motions, that the hundreds of choices you make
have almost no impact on the people around you? Many motivational books will tell you that in order to better the world, you must
ﬁrst better yourself. But you really only need to change the way you see yourself and the world around you will change. What you do
every day matters and inspires others. By sharing your story, you can motivate and encourage those around you-and in doing so,
change the world. Everyone has a story, and in The Extraordinary UnOrdinary You, Simone Knego takes you inside her unique journey
and the extraordinary moments which have shaped her life and deﬁned her mission. Sharing the lessons she's learned from life's ups,
downs, and laugh-out-loud moments, you'll be inspired to discover your own journey, and to go out into the world and be the good.
The world is waiting for the Extraordinary UnOrdinary You, and you already have everything you need to get started, simply by being
you.

CONFIDENT LEADER!
BECOME ONE, STAY ONE
Thomas Nelson You’re a good leader, but leadership is challenging and can rattle your conﬁdence. Setbacks, challenges, and
problems can cause you to second-guess yourself, doubt, or pull back. Your conﬁdence may be stretched thin, but there is a way to
strengthen it. In Conﬁdent Leader!, Dan Reiland draws from his 39 years of leadership experience to share a practical, workable, and
transformational process that results in your ability to become a more self-assured leader and achieve maximum success. Building
unshakable conﬁdence will positively impact your personal work performance, your belief in self, your support and approval from
others, and your trust and reliance on God. In this book you will learn how to: Make deep foundational decisions about your core
identity Implement practical steps for deliberate character development Incorporate daily, practical disciplines that transform your
leadership ability Together these essentials present a step-by-step plan to greater conﬁdence, increased inﬂuence, less uncertainty,
and more signiﬁcant accomplishments. Learn how to become the most conﬁdent version of yourself today.

MY EXTRAORDINARY ORDINARY LIFE
Hachette Books In her delightful and moving memoir, Sissy Spacek writes about her idyllic, barefoot childhood in a small East Texas
town, with the clarity and wisdom that comes from never losing sight of her roots. Descended from industrious Czech immigrants and
threadbare southern gentility, she grew up a tomboy, tagging along with two older brothers and absorbing grace and grit from her
remarkable parents, who taught her that she could do anything. She also learned fearlessness in the wake of a family tragedy, the
grief propelling her "like rocket fuel" to follow her dreams of becoming a performer. With a keen sense of humor and a big-hearted
voice, she describes how she arrived in New York City one star-struck summer as a seventeen-year-old carrying a suitcase and two
guitars; and how she built a career that has spanned four decades with ﬁlms such as Carrie, Coal Miner's Daughter, 3 Women, and The
Help. She details working with some of the great directors of our time, including Terrence Malick, Robert Altman, David Lynch, and
Brian De Palma-who thought of her as a no-talent set decorator until he cast her as the lead in Carrie. She also reveals why, at the
height of her fame, she and her family moved away from Los Angeles to a farm in rural Virginia. Whether she's describing the terrors
and joys of raising two talented, independent daughters, taking readers behind the scenes on Oscar night, or meditating on the thrill
of watching a pair of otters frolicking in her pond, Sissy Spacek's memoir is poignant and laugh-out-loud funny, plainspoken and
utterly honest. My Extraordinary Ordinary Life is about what matters most: the exquisite worth of ordinary things, the simple pleasures
of home and family, and the honest job of being right with the world. "If I get hit by a truck tomorrow," she writes, "I want to know I've
returned my neighbor's cake pan."

IMPROVISE!
USE THE SECRETS OF IMPROV TO ACHIEVE EXTRAORDINARY RESULTS AT WORK
Icon Books A Financial Times Top Business Book 2020 Improv performers look like creative geniuses, coming up with brilliant comedy
on the spur of the moment. But they rely on some simple rules and techniques – ones which anyone can learn, and which can help us
oﬀstage to think creatively, collaborate with others and communicate with impact. Improvise! will show you how to handle whatever
comes your way at work – from giving conﬁdent presentations and handling diﬃcult conversations to coming up with great ideas and
persuading others to make them happen. Comedian and improvisation for business coach Max Dickins combines examples from the
world of work with exercises from the stage to teach you how to achieve extraordinary results with what you’ve already got.

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE EXCELLENCE
THE SIX PILLARS OF GROWTH
Kogan Page Publishers Discover how the world's best brands create outstanding customer experience, engaged teams and market-
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beating growth with this practical guide, providing a model that will help any organization deliver eﬀective and seamless customer
engagement. Customer experience (CX) has been a phrase in business lexicon for over 30 years. Seen by many as the last
battleground, where winners will gain competitive advantage and increased market share, there is not a company in the world that is
not in some way focused on the quality of the experience they deliver. However, for many businesses, CX is neither a strategic
discipline, consistently applied, nor is it a well-trodden path. It's not easy to deliver exceptional customer experience, again and again,
and it becomes diﬃcult to have a CX strategy that provides tangible and measurable results. Customer Experience Excellence
provides a route map to CX success. Drawing on a vast body of research collated and curated by the global consulting group KPMG,
this book shows how the world's most elite organizations have made excellence a habit, by creating authentic, human connections at
scale. Whether dealing with external consumers or internal colleagues, learn how to become an enlightened and agile business and
'think customer' at every single touch point.

THE PICTURE OF DORIAN GRAY
Xist Publishing The Picture of Dorian Gray by Oscar Wilde from Coterie Classics All Coterie Classics have been formatted for ereaders
and devices and include a bonus link to the free audio book. “Those who ﬁnd ugly meanings in beautiful things are corrupt without
being charming. This is a fault. Those who ﬁnd beautiful meanings in beautiful things are the cultivated. For these there is hope. They
are the elect to whom beautiful things mean only Beauty. There is no such thing as a moral or an immoral book. Books are well
written, or badly written. That is all.” ― Oscar Wilde, The Picture of Dorian Gray A man sells his soul for eternal youth and scandalizes
the city in Oscar Wilde's The Picture of Dorian Gray.

WATCHING YOUTUBE
EXTRAORDINARY VIDEOS BY ORDINARY PEOPLE
University of Toronto Press Michael Strangelove provides a broad overview of the world of amateur online videos and the people who
make them. He describes how online digital video is both similar to and diﬀerent from traditional home-movie-making and argues that
we are moving into a post-television era characterized by mass participation. --from publisher description.

THE HOUSE OF THE SPIRITS
A NOVEL
Simon and Schuster The Trueba family embodies strong feelings. This family saga starts at the beginning of the 20th century and
continues through the assassination of Allende in 1973.

THE NOVEL OF THE CENTURY
THE EXTRAORDINARY ADVENTURE OF LES MISÉRABLES
Random House GUARDIAN BOOKS OF THE YEAR 2017 'Never mind those self-help manuals urging that some classic novel may change
your life; in this sparkling study of the birth, growth and afterlife of Hugo's evergreen blockbuster, David Bellos argues that Les
Misérables already has' Boyd Tonkin, Economist 'Any reader who hasn't yet embarked on Hugo's book might be converted to the idea
by this one' Daniel Hahn, Spectator The extraordinary story of how a simple tale of love and revolution, the poor and the downtrodden
- Victor Hugo's beloved classic Les Misérables - conquered the world. There has never been a book like it. It is the most widely read
and frequently adapted story of all time, on stage and on ﬁlm. But why is Les Misérables the novel of the century? David Bellos's
remarkable new book brings to life the extraordinary story of how Hugo managed to write his epic novel despite a revolution, a coup
d'état and political exile; how he pulled oﬀ the deal of the century to get it published, and set it on course to become the novel that
epitomizes the grand sweep of history in the nineteenth century. Packed full of information about the background and design of Les
Misérables, this biography of a masterpiece nonetheless insists that the moral and social message of Hugo's ever-popular novel is just
as important for our century as it was for its own. The Novel of the Century is a book as rich, remarkable and long-lasting as the novel
at its heart. Les Misérables is available as a Penguin Classic, in an acclaimed new translation by Christine Donougher, with an
introduction by Robert Tombs.

QUEEN BEES
SIX BRILLIANT AND EXTRAORDINARY SOCIETY HOSTESSES BETWEEN THE WARS – A SPECTACLE OF
CELEBRITY, TALENT, AND BURNING AMBITION
Hachette UK 'ENORMOUS FUN' GUARDIAN 'SO ENTERTAINING' THE TIMES 'GOSSIPY, LIGHT AND FUN' TLS Queen Bees looks at the lives
of six remarkable women who made careers out of being society hostesses, including Lady Astor, who went on to become the ﬁrst
female MP, and Mrs Greville, who cultivated relationships with Edward VII, as well as Lady Londonderry, Lady Cunard, Laura Corrigan
and Lady Colefax. Written with wit, verve and heart, Queen Bees is the story of a form of societal revolution, and the extraordinary
women who helped it happen. In the aftermath of the First World War, the previously strict hierarchies of the British class system were
weakened. For a number of ambitious, spirited women, this was the chance they needed to slip through the cracks and take their
place at the top of society as the great hostesses of the time. In an age when the place of women was uncertain, becoming a hostess
was not a chore, but a career choice, and though some of the hostesses' backgrounds were surprisingly humble, their aspirations were
anything but. During the inter-war years these extraordinary women ruled over London society from their dining tables and salons entertaining everyone from the Mosleys to the Mitfords, from millionaires to maharajahs, from ﬁlm stars to royalty - and their inﬂuence
can still be felt today.
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THE LIGHTHOUSE EFFECT
HOW ORDINARY PEOPLE CAN HAVE AN EXTRAORDINARY IMPACT IN THE WORLD
Zondervan In this stirring follow-up to his memoir, Steve Pemberton gives practical encouragement for how you can be a "human
lighthouse" for others and through these inspiring stories will renew your hope for humanity. Our polarized, divisive culture seems to
be without heroes and role models. We are adrift in a dark sea of disillusionment and distrust and we need "human lighthouses" to
give us hope and direct us back to the goodness in each other and in our own hearts. Steve Pemberton found a lighthouse in an
ordinary man named John Sykes, his former high school counselor. John gave Steve a safe harbor after Steve escaped an abusive
foster home and together they navigated a new path that led to personal and professional success. Through stories of people like John
and several others, you will identify how the hardships you have overcome equip you to be a "human lighthouse," inspiring those
around you. The humble gestures of kindness that change the course of our lives can shift the course for America too. With a unique
vision for building up individuals and communities and restoring trust, The Lighthouse Eﬀect opens your eyes to those who are quietly
heroic. You will reﬂect on the lighthouses in your own life and be reminded that the greatest heroes are alongside us--and within us.

THE POWER OF MOMENTS
WHY CERTAIN EXPERIENCES HAVE EXTRAORDINARY IMPACT
Simon and Schuster The New York Times bestselling authors of Switch and Made to Stick explore why certain brief experiences can
jolt us and elevate us and change us—and how we can learn to create such extraordinary moments in our life and work. While human
lives are endlessly variable, our most memorable positive moments are dominated by four elements: elevation, insight, pride, and
connection. If we embrace these elements, we can conjure more moments that matter. What if a teacher could design a lesson that
he knew his students would remember twenty years later? What if a manager knew how to create an experience that would delight
customers? What if you had a better sense of how to create memories that matter for your children? This book delves into some
fascinating mysteries of experience: Why we tend to remember the best or worst moment of an experience, as well as the last
moment, and forget the rest. Why “we feel most comfortable when things are certain, but we feel most alive when they’re not.” And
why our most cherished memories are clustered into a brief period during our youth. Readers discover how brief experiences can
change lives, such as the experiment in which two strangers meet in a room, and forty-ﬁve minutes later, they leave as best friends.
(What happens in that time?) Or the tale of the world’s youngest female billionaire, who credits her resilience to something her father
asked the family at the dinner table. (What was that simple question?) Many of the deﬁning moments in our lives are the result of
accident or luck—but why would we leave our most meaningful, memorable moments to chance when we can create them? The Power
of Moments shows us how to be the author of richer experiences.

GIVE AND TAKE
A REVOLUTIONARY APPROACH TO SUCCESS : BOOK REVIEW
A groundbreaking New York Times and Wall Street Journal bestseller that is captivating readers of Malcolm Gladwell, Daniel Pink, The
Power of Habit, and Quiet For generations, we have focused on the individual drivers of success: passion, hard work, talent, and luck.
But today, success is increasingly dependent on how we interact with others. It turns out that at work, most people operate as either
takers, matchers, or givers. Whereas takers strive to get as much as possible from others and matchers aim to trade evenly, givers
are the rare breed of people who contribute to others without expecting anything in return. Using his own pioneering research as
Wharton's youngest tenured professor, Grant shows that these styles have a surprising impact on success. Although some givers get
exploited and burn out, the rest achieve extraordinary results across a wide range of industries. Combining cutting-edge evidence
with captivating stories, this landmark book shows how one of America's best networkers developed his connections, why the creative
genius behind one of the most popular shows in television history toiled for years in anonymity, how a basketball executive
responsible for multiple draft busts transformed his franchise into a winner, and how we could have anticipated Enron's demise four
years before the company collapsed--without ever looking at a single number. Praised by bestselling authors such as Dan Pink, Tony
Hsieh, Dan Ariely, Susan Cain, Dan Gilbert, Gretchen Rubin, Bob Sutton, David Allen, Robert Cialdini, and Seth Godin--as well as senior
leaders from Google, McKinsey, Merck, Estée Lauder, Nike, and NASA--Give and Take highlights what eﬀective networking,
collaboration, inﬂuence, negotiation, and leadership skills have in common. This landmark book opens up an approach to success that
has the power to transform not just individuals and groups, but entire organizations and communities.

BREAKING BUSY
HOW TO FIND PEACE AND PURPOSE IN A WORLD OF CRAZY
Zondervan Have you ever felt like a fraud or failure as you struggle to ﬁnd balance in life? Do you ﬁnd yourself juggling everything in
mediocrity and feeling like you're succeeding at very little? In her no-nonsense style, Alli Worthington--popular podcaster and author
of The Year of Living Happy--tackles the big questions about ﬁnding happiness and one's God-given purpose. Have you ever felt like a
fraud or failure as you struggle to ﬁnd balance in life? Do you ﬁnd yourself juggling everything in mediocrity and feeling like you're
succeeding at very little? In her no-nonsense way, Alli Worthington tackles the big questions about ﬁnding happiness and one's Godgiven purpose. Breaking Busy marries popular secular research with solid biblical principles, instilling conﬁdence that you, too, can
move from crazy busy to conﬁdent calm. With refreshing candor, uproarious true stories, and a Christian worldview, Alli delivers truths
that dismantle common happiness myths. Then she empowers you to get unstuck, to let go of the good to make way for the great, to
know yourself and your Creator, and ultimately to ﬁnd peace and purpose in this world of crazy. You will: Learn how to stop chasing
what leaves you empty and start doing what you were created to do. Identify the common lies you believe and how to strip their
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power from your life. Recognize how what you say no to determines what you can say yes to. With relatable anecdotes, Alli models
real-life guidance on boundaries, relationships, and self-care, humbly examining her own mistakes and walking through how she
learned from her missteps and found peace in a world of busyness. If you long to ﬁnd real connection with both your loved ones and
your Creator, Alli Worthington deftly balances intelligent humility and heartwarming humor to help you rediscover your path.

IWORK4HIM
CHANGE THE WAY YOU THINK ABOUT YOUR FAITH AT WORK
High Bridge Books Get ready to make a Kingdom impact without quitting your day job! Join the countless Christ-followers who have
committed to making their workplace their mission ﬁeld with iWork4Him, one of today's top-rated Faith and Work Ministries. Inside
iWork4Him: Change the Way You Think About Your Faith at Work, you will ﬁnd practical, tactical, factual, and biblical resources
needed to truly live out your faith at work. Filled with real-life stories, tangible steps, and notes from 22 Faith and Work Ministries,
iWork4Him has everything you need to activate your workplace as your mission ﬁeld. Live out your faith at work today with iWork4Him
as your guide, and soon you will declare, "iWork4Him"!

MONEY-MAKING MOM
HOW EVERY WOMAN CAN EARN MORE AND MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Thomas Nelson Entrepreneur, author, and popular blogger Crystal Paine shares the secrets of building income at home, using real life
examples to from her own journey in becoming a money-making mom as well as the stories of other women from all walks of life. The
nuts and bolts of how to make more money from home are revealed in clear steps that can be immediately and easily put into
practice. But more than just a how-to book for earning extra income, The Money-Making Mom is a challenge to dream big and create a
pathway for life. Paine oﬀers examples and insights about what "ﬁnding your purpose" can look like in family, career, and service to
others. Readers will ﬁnd inspiration and hope for a life that’s more than “just getting by,” one driven by vision and the freedom to
bless others generously.

SELLING SAFETY
LESSONS FROM A FORMER FRONT-LINE SUPERVISOR
CRC Press To be successful, we need to understand the basic principles of selling and leadership, and how those aspects apply to
safety. Supervisors have the greatest inﬂuence on employee behavior and are often held accountable for safety performance. Selling
safety to upper management is diﬀerent; it’s very diﬀerent than selling safety to the front-line employee. Selling Safety: Lessons from
a Former Front-Line Supervisor explains the three key characteristics of a successful leader; Vision, Knowledge and Heart. Patrick
Karol relates these core characteristics to safety leadership and provides actions that can be used today. He explains the lessons
learned based on his experiences and the teachings of current leaders inside and outside the safety ﬁeld. Oﬀers selling techniques to
safety leadership Covers three (3) key components of successful leaders and applies them to safety leadership Presents real life
scenarios, examples and obstacles Includes a Safety Leadership Self-Assessment and Personal Action Plan worksheet that readers can
use to develop their plan

DEVELOPING FEMALE LEADERS
NAVIGATE THE MINEFIELDS AND RELEASE THE POTENTIAL OF WOMEN IN YOUR CHURCH
Thomas Nelson What would your church look like if it maximized the dormant gifts of the women God has brought there? Discover
how to develop and leverage the leadership abilities of women within your congregation. Leadership and people development veteran
Kadi Cole oﬀers a practical strategy to help church and organizational leaders craft cultures that facilitate the development of women
as volunteer and staﬀ leaders. In Developing Female Leaders, Cole shares eight easy-to-implement “best practices” that help
accelerate a woman’s organizational contribution, such as: Seek to understand Clearly deﬁne what you believe Mine the marketplace
Integrate spiritual formation and leadership development Be an “other” Create an environment of safety Upgrade your people
practices Take on your culture Combined with current research, thorough appendices and references add even more guidance for
setting vision, milestones, and goals. Using interviews and surveys of more than one thousand women in key church and
organizational roles, Developing Female Leaders is a one-of-a-kind resource for identifying what is missing today in your church to
help it ﬂourish in the future.

A TERRIBLE SPLENDOR
THREE EXTRAORDINARY MEN, A WORLD POISED FOR WAR, AND THE GREATEST TENNIS MATCH EVER PLAYED
Crown Before Federer versus Nadal, before Borg versus McEnroe, the greatest tennis match ever played pitted the dominant Don
Budge against the seductively handsome Baron Gottfried von Cramm. This deciding 1937 Davis Cup match, played on the hallowed
grounds of Wimbledon, was a battle of titans: the world's number one tennis player against the number two; America against
Germany; democracy against fascism. For ﬁve superhuman sets, the duo’s brilliant shotmaking kept the Centre Court crowd–and the
world–spellbound. But the match’s signiﬁcance extended well beyond the immaculate grass courts of Wimbledon. Against the
backdrop of the Great Depression and the brink of World War II, one man played for the pride of his country while the other played for
his life. Budge, the humble hard-working American who would soon become the ﬁrst man to win all four Grand Slam titles in the same
year, vied to keep the Davis Cup out of the hands of the Nazi regime. On the other side of the net, the immensely popular and elegant
von Cramm fought Budge point for point knowing that a loss might precipitate his descent into the living hell being constructed behind
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barbed wire back home. Born into an aristocratic family, von Cramm was admired for his devastating good looks as well as his
unparalleled sportsmanship. But he harbored a dark secret, one that put him under increasing Gestapo surveillance. And his situation
was made even more perilous by his refusal to join the Nazi Party or defend Hitler. Desperately relying on his athletic achievements
and the global spotlight to keep him out of the Gestapo’s clutches, his strategy was to keep traveling and keep winning. A Davis Cup
victory would make him the toast of Germany. A loss might be catastrophic. Watching the mesmerizingly intense match from the
stands was von Cramm’s mentor and all-time tennis superstar Bill Tilden–a consummate showman whose double life would run in
ironic counterpoint to that of his German pupil. Set at a time when sports and politics were inextricably linked, A Terrible Splendor
gives readers a courtside seat on that fateful day, moving gracefully between the tennis match for the ages and the dramatic events
leading Germany, Britain, and America into global war. A book like no other in its weaving of social signiﬁcance and athletic spectacle,
this soul-stirring account is ultimately a tribute to the strength of the human spirit.

ECONOMY AND STATE
John Wiley & Sons Should governments be involved in economic aﬀairs? Challenging prevailing wisdom about the beneﬁts of selfregulating markets, Nina Bandelj and Elizabeth Sowers oﬀer a uniquely sociological perspective to emphasize that states can never be
divorced from economy. From deﬁning property rights and regulating commodiﬁcation of labor to setting corporate governance
standards and international exchange rules, the state continuously manages the functioning of markets and inﬂuences economic
outcomes for individuals, ﬁrms and nations. The authors bring together classical interventions and cutting-edge contemporary
research in economic sociology to discuss six broad areas of economy/state connection: property, money, labor, ﬁrms, national
economic growth, and global economic exchange. A wealth of empirical examples and illustrations reveals that even if the nature of
state inﬂuence on economy varies across contexts, it is always dependent on social forces. This accessible and engaging book will be
essential reading for upper-level students of economic sociology, and those interested in the major economic dilemmas of our times. .

PEACEBUNNY ISLAND
THE EXTRAORDINARY JOURNEY OF A BOY AND HIS COMFORT RABBITS, AND HOW THEY'RE TEACHING US
ABOUT HOPE AND KINDNESS
Tyndale Momentum The incredible true story of a boy who is changing the world through kindness . . . one bunny at a time.Meet Caleb
Smith: a young man who, at age 8, decided to follow his dream to train endangered and rescued rabbits to become therapy animals.
Today, 16-year-old Caleb is an entrepreneur who owns and operates a private 22-acre Mississippi River sanctuary called Peacebunny
Island. The deal is simple: he saves the rabbits, and they help save us. Driven by an unbreakable desire to spread kindness and
compassion, Caleb's adventures include: Founding a program of therapy rabbits who visit with veterans, senior citizens, families with
special needs, and much more Embarking on a quest along the Mississippi River to develop the site that would become Peacebunny
Island Overcoming challenges and obstacles along the way, while never giving up Becoming an advocate for animal rescue, comfort
animal training, and endangered species preservation Inspiring hope and possibility in the next generation of young people. Readers
who love animal stories like We Bought a Zoo, Watership Down, and Marley & Mewill treasure Peacebunny Island--an unforgettable
journey of determination and faith destined to touch hearts around the world.

UNLEARN: LET GO OF PAST SUCCESS TO ACHIEVE EXTRAORDINARY RESULTS
LET GO OF PAST SUCCESS TO ACHIEVE EXTRAORDINARY RESULTS
McGraw Hill Professional A transformative system that shows leaders how to rethink their strategies, retool their capabilities, and
revitalize their businesses for stronger, longer-lasting success. There’s a learning curve to running any successful business. But when
leaders begin to rely on past achievements or get stuck in old thinking and practices that no longer work, they need to take a step
back—and unlearn. This innovative and actionable framework from executive coach Barry O’Reilly shows leaders how to break the
cycle and move away from once-useful mindsets and behaviors that were eﬀective in the past but are no longer relevant in the
current business climate and may now stand in the way of success. With this simple but powerful three-step system, leaders can: 1.
Unlearn the behaviors and mindsets that keep them and their businesses from moving forward. 2. Relearn the skills, strategies, and
innovations that are transforming the world every day. 3. Break through old habits and thinking by opening up to new ideas,
perspectives, and resources. Good leaders know they need to continuously learn. But great leaders know when to unlearn the past to
succeed in the future. This book shows them the way.

ANTHROPOLOGY OF LANDSCAPE
THE EXTRAORDINARY IN THE ORDINARY
UCL Press An Anthropology of Landscape tells the fascinating story of a heathland landscape in south-west England and the way
diﬀerent individuals and groups engage with it. Based on a long-term anthropological study, the book emphasises four individual
themes: embodied identities, the landscape as a sensuous material form that is acted upon and in turn acts on people, the landscape
as contested, and its relation to emotion. The landscape is discussed in relation to these themes as both ‘taskscape’ and
‘leisurescape’, and from the perspective of diﬀerent user groups. First, those who manage the landscape and use it for work:
conservationists, environmentalists, archaeologists, the Royal Marines, and quarrying interests. Second, those who use it in their
leisure time: cyclists and horse riders, model aircraft ﬂyers, walkers, people who ﬁsh there, and artists who are inspired by it. The
book makes an innovative contribution to landscape studies and will appeal to all those interested in nature conservation, historic
preservation, the politics of nature, the politics of identity, and an anthropology of Britain.
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UNDERREPORTING OF OCCUPATIONAL INJURIES AND ITS IMPACT ON WORKERS' SAFETY
HEARINGS BEFORE A SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES, ONE HUNDREDTH CONGRESS, FIRST SESSION
DRY BONES
What has happened to Jacques Gaillard? The brilliant teacher who trained some of France's best and brightest at the Ecole Nationale
d'Administration as future Prime Ministers and Presidents vanished ten years ago, presumably from Paris. Talk about your cold case.
The mystery inspires a bet, one that Enzo Macleod, a biologist teaching in Toulouse instead of pursuing a brilliant career in forensics
back home in Scotland can ill aﬀord to lose. The wager is that Enzo can ﬁnd out what happened to Jacques Gaillard by applying new
science to an old case. Enzo comes to Paris to meet journalist Roger Raﬃn, the author of a book on seven celebrated unsolved
murders, the assumption being that Gaillard is dead. He needs Raﬃn's notes. And armed with these, he begins his quest. It quickly
has him touring landmarks such as the Paris catacombs and a chateau in Champagne, digging up relics and bones. Yes, Enzo ﬁnds
Jacques Gaillard's head. The artifacts buried with the skull set him to interpreting the clues they provide and to following in someone's
footsteps--maybe more than one someone--after the rest of Gaillard. And to reviewing some ancient and recent history. As with a
quest, it's as much discovery as detection. Enzo proves to be an ace investigator, scientiﬁc and intuitive, and, for all his missteps, one
who hits his goals including a painful journey toward greater self-awareness.

SWITCH
HOW TO CHANGE THINGS WHEN CHANGE IS HARD
Random House ___________________________________ Change is hard. It doesn't have to be. We all know that change is hard. It's
unsettling, it's time-consuming, and all too often we give up at the ﬁrst sign of a setback. But why do we insist on seeing the obstacles
rather than the goal? This is the question that bestselling authors Chip and Dan Heath tackle in their compelling and insightful book.
They argue that we need only understand how our minds function in order to unlock shortcuts to switches in behaviour. Illustrating
their ideas with scientiﬁc studies and remarkable real-life turnarounds - from the secrets of successful marriage counselling to the pile
of gloves that transformed one company's ﬁnances - the brothers Heath prove that deceptively simple methods can yield truly
extraordinary results.

CHILDREN'S LITERATURE
A READER'S HISTORY, FROM AESOP TO HARRY POTTER
University of Chicago Press Ever since children have learned to read, there has been children’s literature. Children’s Literature charts
the makings of the Western literary imagination from Aesop’s fables to Mother Goose, from Alice's Adventures in Wonderland to Peter
Pan, from Where the Wild Things Are to Harry Potter. The only single-volume work to capture the rich and diverse history of children’s
literature in its full panorama, this extraordinary book reveals why J. R. R. Tolkien, Dr. Seuss, Laura Ingalls Wilder, Beatrix Potter, and
many others, despite their divergent styles and subject matter, have all resonated with generations of readers. Children’s Literature is
an exhilarating quest across centuries, continents, and genres to discover how, and why, we ﬁrst fall in love with the written word.
“Lerer has accomplished something magical. Unlike the many handbooks to children’s literature that synopsize, evaluate, or otherwise
guide adults in the selection of materials for children, this work presents a true critical history of the genre. . . . Scholarly, erudite, and
all but exhaustive, it is also entertaining and accessible. Lerer takes his subject seriously without making it dull.”—Library Journal
(starred review) “Lerer’s history reminds us of the wealth of literature written during the past 2,600 years. . . . With his vast and
multidimensional knowledge of literature, he underscores the vital role it plays in forming a child’s imagination. We are made, he
suggests, by the books we read.”—San Francisco Chronicle “There are dazzling chapters on John Locke and Empire, and nonsense,
and Darwin, but Lerer’s most interesting chapter focuses on girls’ ﬁction. . . . A brilliant series of readings.”—Diane Purkiss, Times
Literary Supplement

THE SUBTLE ART OF NOT GIVING A F*CK
A COUNTERINTUITIVE APPROACH TO LIVING A GOOD LIFE
HarperCollins #1 New York Times Bestseller Over 10 million copies sold In this generation-deﬁning self-help guide, a superstar blogger
cuts through the crap to show us how to stop trying to be "positive" all the time so that we can truly become better, happier people.
For decades, we’ve been told that positive thinking is the key to a happy, rich life. "F**k positivity," Mark Manson says. "Let’s be
honest, shit is f**ked and we have to live with it." In his wildly popular Internet blog, Manson doesn’t sugarcoat or equivocate. He tells
it like it is—a dose of raw, refreshing, honest truth that is sorely lacking today. The Subtle Art of Not Giving a F**k is his antidote to the
coddling, let’s-all-feel-good mindset that has infected American society and spoiled a generation, rewarding them with gold medals
just for showing up. Manson makes the argument, backed both by academic research and well-timed poop jokes, that improving our
lives hinges not on our ability to turn lemons into lemonade, but on learning to stomach lemons better. Human beings are ﬂawed and
limited—"not everybody can be extraordinary, there are winners and losers in society, and some of it is not fair or your fault." Manson
advises us to get to know our limitations and accept them. Once we embrace our fears, faults, and uncertainties, once we stop
running and avoiding and start confronting painful truths, we can begin to ﬁnd the courage, perseverance, honesty, responsibility,
curiosity, and forgiveness we seek. There are only so many things we can give a f**k about so we need to ﬁgure out which ones really
matter, Manson makes clear. While money is nice, caring about what you do with your life is better, because true wealth is about
experience. A much-needed grab-you-by-the-shoulders-and-look-you-in-the-eye moment of real-talk, ﬁlled with entertaining stories
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and profane, ruthless humor, The Subtle Art of Not Giving a F**k is a refreshing slap for a generation to help them lead contented,
grounded lives.

VIRTUOSO TEAMS
THE EXTRAORDINARY STORIES OF EXTRAORDINARY TEAMS
Ft Press Read Virtuoso Teams and allow yourself to get caught up in the spell-binding stones of seven teams that came together for
relatively brief, but explosively intense periods of time and changed the worlds in which they worked forever.
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